tiopes to Progress, seeing what we have seen.
However, not,vithstanding his demurrals. Aron
- 1 a progressive and has hitched his hopes and
.:-e· meaning to the possibility of a better world.
- di pute is only with a crude, fundamentalist pro
=-- -ivisrn that is a caricature of the Enlightenment
_ essive vision.By the end of the book, Aronson
J but concedes his progressivism in specifying the
gressivisrn he is denying. "[My view] is in no
Vi:l� meant as a vision of Progress with a capital P
m-ro place us in history with a capital H." Granted,
some Comtean positivists, many thoughtless Marx- (and Marx himself in less thoughtful modes),
me simple-minded champions of Science, and
me over-confident social engineers, thought of
Progress as certain, linear, steady, and moved by
!!lpersonal rorces. Nevertheless, rrom Bentham
2..:Id .\fill to Luxemburg and Dewey to Orwell and
Rorty. progressives have understood that nothing is
:iced. all gains are reversible, movement is uneven
J..'ld often oblique, and success will greatly depend
on human intelligence and will.
I wish Aronson would recognize this as the
authentic progressive tradition so that he could
Jnambivalently and proudly proclaim the creed,
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for he gives powerful voice to the true progressive
vision:
Sometimes fitful, sometimes sustained,
sometimes partial, the determination to be
free becomes part of a people's identity
... we know in our bones that all people
are entitled to live free and fully, and well. In
the long run this may be as powerrul as any
belief in God .... Those times of collective
hope are no less pro round, no less worthy of
reverence, than are what those who believe
in God call sacred....
Earlier Aronson has wisely written that "cyni
cism is irresponsibility masquerading as tough
ness." In the book's final paragraphs, he implores
us to live our lives in solidarity with the millions
of people who, over the centuries, in ever-renewing
hope, have worked for freedom and social justice.
He may be no determinist preaching an eschatol
ogy of·There's A Great Big Beautiful Tomorrow"
or "End of History " or "Each-Accorcling-to-His
Necds" inevitability, but in Aronson's homily, I
find the modest, sober, open-minded, but deeply
committed faith of my old-time religion.JC
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